WILD COAST COMMUNITY CONSERVATION PROGRAMME
COMMUNITY PARTICIPANTS

MANYUBE
SEBENI
NQABARHA
MGAZANA
CAGHUBA
LAMBASI
MTENTU
COMMUNAL PROPERTY ASSOCIATIONS

* SETTLEMENT AGREEMENTS
* FUNDING - RESTITUTION/DEVELOPMENT STRUCTURES (I.E. CPA)
* CHALLENGES
* WAY FORWARD
PARTICIPATORY FOREST MANAGEMENT AGREEMENTS

STRUCTURES
* VILLAGE REPRESENTATION
* PFMC PORTFOLIOS

COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION
* PLANNING
* RECRUITMENT
* LAW ENFORCEMENT/MONITORING
* BIODIVERSITY MONITORING/REPORTS
* DEVELOPMENT
* COMMUNITY FACILITATION/MEDIATION
* CO-MANAGEMENT AGREEMENTS
* OPERATIONAL PLANS
* COMMUNITY RANGERS
* TRAINING
* MICRO-ENTERPRISE
* FUND-RAISING/FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
WAY FORWARD

* WILD COAST FOUNDATION
* BROADER LAND USE PLANNING OF COMMUNAL LAND TO INCLUDE CONSERVATION AND DEVELOPMENT
* BUILDING OF PARTNERSHIPS (GOVT DEPTS, NGOS, PRIVATE INVESTORS)
* DRAFTING OF COMMUNITY GUIDELINES FOR DEVELOPMENT OF COMMUNAL LAND ON THE WILD COAST
THANK YOU!